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Design of a Robust Internal-loop Compensator of Clutch Positioning
Systems
Jinsung Kim1 , Seibum B. Choi1 , Heerak Lee2 , and Jaeuk Koh2
Abstract— This paper proposes a control scheme based on robust internal-loop compensator for a clutch positioning system.
The purpose of control is to achieve a precise position control of
automotive dry-clutch actuator system module. Overall system
consists of the electric motor and the mechanical subsystem.
A set of dynamic model is developed and validated experimentally. Robust internal-loop compensator is used to compensate
unmodeled effect and unknown nonlinearities. Simulation and
experimental results show that the proposed scheme has a better
performance and tracking accuracy compared with simple PID
controller.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There are various types of automatic transmissions such
as conventional planetary-gear automatic transmissions (AT),
automated manual transmissions (AMT), and dual clutch
transmissions (DCT). Although ATs are the most popular
system in the market, it may exhibit several limitations.
ATs generally have a torque converter to transmit torque
smoothly from the engine to wheels without abrupt change
of torque fluctuation. But, it decreases the transmission
efficiency significantly over gearshifting or engine idling.
In addition, recent energy crisis and emission problems
force transmission manufacturers have to meet the growing
demands of improving fuel efficiency.
As a solution of this problem, dual clutch transmissions
(DCTs) have received considerable attention in the last
decade. Since DCTs have two power flow paths without a
torque converter, control problems become quite challenging.
Moreover, the use of dry-clutches makes a control more
difficult in spite of high efficiency [1]. The use of electromechanical actuators is highly efficient, but its performance
is sensitive to temperature variation [2]. Since the clutch
engagement torque is highly sensitive to the stroke of the
actuator, the position control quality of the clutch servo
system determines the overall performance of DCTs. If there
is a mismatch between the command from the transmission
control unit and the actual position signal, the resulting clutch
torque will be inaccurate. Thus, the clutch engagement performance is determined by how the control scheme robustly
performs under several uncertainties. The position control of
the clutch actuator should be as accurate as possible.
From this background, this paper considers the clutch
positioning system for DCTs that plays the role in actuating
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the clutch disk by an electric motor. The dynamic model
of the clutch positioning system is proposed. Experimental
validation of the model is also performed to find the system
parameters. This control system has a force assistance mechanism that is highly nonlinear and uncertain. Moreover low
sampling frequency for implementation is another obstacle
to solve the problem. In order to overcome such limitations,
the robust internal-loop compensator (RIC) is employed as
a position controller that makes mechanical impedance of
the actuator sufficiently large within a given specification.
The RIC effectively rejects unknown disturbances to enable
an uncertain system to behave like a nominal model. The
outer controller is designed such that the system follows
the desired position trajectory. Simulation and experimental
results show the effectiveness of this approach. Since this
study focuses on the actuator system for clutch positioning,
it is assumed that desired clutch torque is calculated from the
transmission control unit in advance. Thus, the desired actuator position trajectory is bounded and sufficiently smooth.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
our application and the dynamic model. In Section III, a position controller is designed based on the robust internal-loop
compensator. Simulation and experimental results are shown
in Section IV and V, respectively. Section VI summarizes
this paper.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
A. System Description
This section presents a brief description of the clutch
positioning system for DCTs. Fig. 1 shows the clutch positioning system in the upper part, and the schematic of
the model in the lower part. Basically, the system is driven
by a brushless DC (BLDC) motor with a gear reducer.
When the desired clutch position is commanded from the
transmission control unit, it converted into the corresponding
motor position. The controlled current drives the BLDC
motor, and the motor torque is transformed into a rotational
motion of a pinion gear through the gear reducer. The
rack and pinion mechanism plays role of conversion of
rotational-to-linear motion. The linear motion of the rack
yields the carrier linear motion because the rack and carrier
are attached together. The fork load is exerted at the end of
the carrier. Therefore, the clutch positioning system should
be controlled to follow the desired position while keeping
a fork reaction load. Since this clutch positioning system is
made for automatic transmissions without a torque converter
particularly for DCTs, it is difficult to satisfy the transmission
capability of the increased engine torque. As a solution of
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Note that (1) is rewritten as
Jm ω̇m + gm ωm = km u − rp Ff k (xc ) + rp Fcam (xc ). (5)
The operating region of interest is from the contact point of
the clutch to desired position that corresponds to the desired
clutch torque. This operating range is approximated by linear
stiffness model for the control purpose. Therefore, (2) is
linearly parameterized as
F̄f k (xc ) =k̄cam xc = k̄cam rp θm

xc

Fork Load

Fig. 1.

Fcam

Jm

Jm ω̇m =km u − gm ωm − rp F̄f k (xc ) + rp F̄cam (xc ) + d
(8)
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Motor

u

Clutch positioning system for dual clutch transmissions

this problem, additional element is required to assist the
limited motor torque. In Fig. 1, the cam feeder as a tool
of a torque booster is inserted between the carrier and the
actuator cover. The cam profile is suitably designed such that
the feeder spring is applied to the carrier for reducing the
motor power while the clutch positioning is carried out. But,
nonlinear characteristics are mainly generated along the cam
slide during motion. It may lead to deterioration of control
accuracy significantly. Hence, a position controller, which
will be designed, must have capability of compensation such
nonlinearity.
B. Dynamic Model
The actuator system is represented by the second order
nonlinear dynamic model. The equations of motion shown
in Fig. 1 are given as
Jm ω̇m =km u − gm ωm − TL
TL =rp Ff k (xc ) − rp Fcam (xc )

(1)
(2)

where, Jm is the moment of inertia of motor, ωm the motor
speed, θm the motor position, km the motor torque constant,
km the damping coefficient, rp the radius of the pinion gear
and u the motor current as a control input. The load torque
TL includes uncertain nonlinearities and unmodeled effect
such as the cam assistance torque Fcam , and the fork load
Ff k which are nonlinear function of the carrier position xc .
Since it is connected with the motor rotor, the following
relationship can be obtained as
vc =rp ωm
ẋc =vc

(7)

where, F̄f k and F̄cam denote the approximated fork load and
the cam assistance force, k̄f k and k̄cam the stiffness of the
fork and the cam within the operation range. Substituting (6)
and (7) into (1), the following model can be obtained as

Rack
and
Pinion

Ffk
Cam
Assistance
Force

F̄cam (xc ) =Ff k0 + k̄f k xc = Ff k0 + k̄f k rp θm

Tm

(6)

where d is a lumped disturbance including linearization error
and unmodeled effect.
The effect of the cam feeder spring shown in Fig. 1
needs to be investigated. To reduce the required motor power,
the stiffness of the cam feeder spring k̄cam can be further
increased in this system. If k̄cam is increased from the
nominal value, a real pole of the system moves toward the
origin. It is possible that there are some values of k̄cam to
make one of poles enter into the right half plane, which
implies that the system becomes unstable. Although the
proportional-integrative-derivative (PID) control is simply
available, it may lead to instability of the closed-loop system
due to the limited bandwidth of the open-loop system as well
as some unmodeled uncertainties.
In the clutch actuator system in automotive transmissions,
a clutch actuator should be required to cover a large frequency bandwidth in order to have quick response corresponding to the gear-shift command. To achieve such a
goal without large stiffness of the cam feeder spring and
an increased driving torque requirement of the motor, a
robust control scheme has to be developed within a given
specification. It will be discussed in the next section.
C. Parameter Identification
To analyze the system behavior and design a position
controller, the parameters of the developed model needs
to be identified. This process involves two steps for motor
dynamics and the load torque parts. First, the linear system
part for motor dynamics is identified without considering
the load torque TL . To decouple linear parts from entire
system dynamics, it is assumed that the last three terms in the
right hand side are neglected in (8) at this stage. The BLDC
motor at the experimental system is disconnected from the
mechanical actuator part so that the original system (8) is
written as Jm ω̇m = km u − gm ωm , and the transfer function
forms are represented as

(3)
(4)
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Pnω (s) =

′
km
km
ωm (s)
=
=
u(s)
Jm s + g m
τs + 1

(9)
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Sinusoidal input validation of the identification result.

θm (s)
km
k′
Pnθ (s) =
=
= 2m
u(s)
Jm s + g m
τs + s

(10)

′
where τ = Jm /gm and km
= km /gm . Note that (9) is the
transfer function from the motor current to the speed, and
(10) is the one for the current to the position, respectively. In
this formulation, the parameters Jm , gm , and km need to be
estimated. The available measurements are the control input
u and the motor position θm , and the motor speed ωm .
The parameter identification process is formulated as the
following optimization problem:

Θ̂ = arg min
Θ

N
1 X
2
[y(k) − ŷ(k, Θ)]
N

Block diagram of the disturbance observer.

(11)

k=1

where, k is the time instant in the discretized system of
(9), y = [u, θm , ωm ]T the measurement vector, Θ =
[Jm , km , gm ]T the unknown parameter vector. To solve
this problem, an appropriate input signal is required such
that the system satisfies persistence of excitation condition
[3]. Pseudo random binary noise signal (PRBS) is used to
overcome nonlinear frictional effect that is not modeled in
the linear part of the model. Then, the sinusoidal input signal
having several frequency components is applied to the motor
system for validation of the identification result by PRBS.
There are several techniques for parameter identification
of dynamic systems. In this study, nonlinear least-square
method is employed to find parameters of our system.
The resulting identified parameters via PRBS are Jm =
0.0106kgm2 , km = 1.9294N m/A, gm = 1.1850N m sec.
These parameters are valiated by sinusodial input as shown
in Fig. 2.
D. Control Objective
The control objective of this paper is to design a position
controller of clutch servo-actuator in automotive systems in
spite of the presence of uncertainties. The position tracking
error em is defined as eθ := θmd − θm . with a given

In many engineering systems, there will always exist
unmeasurable disturbances. The disturbance observer (DOB)
is well-known approach to estimate and reject modeling uncertainties and disturbances [4], [5]. In the DOB formulation
shown in Fig. 5, the nominal model of the plant is used
to estimate disturbance. Briefly, estimated disturbance can
be obtained by which the difference between the inverse of
the nominal model multiplied by outputs and inputs can be
filtered through a low-pass filter Q(s) called Q-filter. The
bandwidth of the Q-filter is determined the frequency range
of a given plant system.
Particularly in a position control of mechanical systems,
two degree-of freedom (DOF) design is preferred because
a pre-filter F (s) is applicable to make an uncertain system
ω
P ω (s) with disturbance become a reference system Pref
(s)
[5]. The structure of two DOF design is shown in Fig. 3.
The transfer function Gωr ω from the reference input to the
system output is given as
Gωr ω (s) = F (s)

P ω (s)K(s)
1 + P ω (s)K(s)

(12)

When the prefilter F (s) is designed such that |Gωr ω (s)| = 1,
an uncertain system P ω (s) behaves like a reference system
ω
Pref
(s). Therefore, F (s) can be chosen as
"
#−1
ω
Pref
(s)K(s)
F (s) =
.
(13)
ω (s)K(s)
1 + Pref
After some algebraic manipulation, the configuration of
the control system in Fig. 3 is converted into Fig. 4,
equivalently. The control formulation in Fig. 4 is called the
robust internal-loop compensator (RIC) that is an advanced
motion controller that provides the enhanced robustness and
transient performance [6]–[8]. Note that RIC has structural
equivalence with disturbance observer (DOB) approach. In
Fig. 4, the control input u is defined as
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u = ur + K(s)eω

(14)
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where ur is the feed-forward input, and eω is the speed
control error eω := ωmd − ωm . The transfer function from
input u and the motor speed ωm is given as

rewritten with respect to the feedback compensator gain
K(s) as the following
Q(s)
[P ω (s)]−1
1 − Q(s) no
1
1 τ0 s + 1
= Kp + Ki
=
′
τQ s km0
s

K(s) =



P ω (s)
ω
(1 + Pref
(s)K(s))ur + d .
ωm (s) =
1 + P ω (s)K(s)
(15)
It should be noted that two DOF design, DOB, and RIC have
structural equivalence [8]. This property provides a guide on
how to select a prefilter F (s). It is desirable that F (s) can be
also designed as the inverse of Q-filter, i.e. F (s) = [Q(s)]−1 .
With this and (13), Q(s) is written as
ω
Pref
(s)K(s)
Q(s) =
ω (s)K(s) .
1 + Pref

(16)

Now, the structure of the Q-filter (16) is taken into account
as a first-order filter with the time constant τQ :
Q(s) =

1
τQ s + 1

(17)

From the DOB formulation in Fig. 5, the transfer function
(15) can now be rewritten as
ω
ω
ωm (s) = [Pno
(s)ur + Pno
(s)(1 − Q(s))d]
P ω (s)
× ω
ω
ω (s)]Q(s)
Pno (s) + [P (s) − Pno

(18)

ω
where Pno
(s) is a nominal model of the plant (9).

where Kp and KI are control gains of K(s) defined as
Kp :=

τ0
′ ,
τQ km0

KI :=

1
′ .
τQ km0

Kouter (s) = Kpout + Kdout s

ω
ω
Substituting (16) into (18) with setting Pno
(s) = Pref
(s)
yields the transfer function which is the same as (15). This
equivalence shows the feasibility of (16), and it can be

(21)

Note that the resulting control gains of K(s) is proportionalintegrative (PI) type. Such gains are determined on the
system dynamics of the nominal system and the design
parameter τ so that the gain design procedure of the internal
controller is systematic.
Similarly with the DOB design case, the internal controller
has large bandwidth as τ0 is increased. In general, the choice
of small τ0 is advantageous in order to enhance robustness of
the controller. However, since the motor bandwidth and the
sampling frequency of the controller is limited, the optimal
value of τ0 should be chosen carefully.
The next step is to design an outer loop controller which
corresponds to Kouter (s) in Fig. 4. A proportional-derivative
(PD) controller is employed to make the error eθ converge
to zero. Hence, Kouter (s) is chosen as

B. Design of a RIC-based Controller
ω
In our system, the nominal model Pno
(s) can be approximated as
′
km0
ω
Pno
(s) =
(19)
τ0 s + 1

(20)

(22)

where Kpout and Kdout are control gains of Kouter (s). As
shown in Fig. 4, the velocity tracking error is controlled by
K(s) in the internal-loop while the position measurement is
fed back into the outer controller only. Since the reference
speed trajectory is calculated from the reference model,
uncertainties and disturbances are internally compensated by
K(s) and additional feed-forward ur . The resulting control
bandwidth is increased.
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Fig. 6. Simulation results of the RIC-based controller with τ0 = 0.01 and square wave profile: (a) Position tracking result, (b) Applied load torque to
the motor.
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Simulation results of the RIC-based controller with τ0 = 0.01 and sine wave profile: (a) Position tracking result, (b) Applied load torque to the

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
The simulations are performed to demonstrate the control
design developed in the preceding section. Desired position trajectory is defined as square wave form. Although a
step-like position profile in not necessary in practice, this
configuration can impose the worst case of the working
condition. Simulations are performed under the assumption
that the fork load, which corresponds to the clutch torque,
is applied to the positioning system. The magnitude of the
position corresponds to the stroke of the carrier having the
full engagement torque from the kissing point. The nominal
ω
model Pref
(s) of the RIC framework is chosen as (9).
Fig. 6 shows the tracking control results by the RIC-based
controller when applying the square wave profile. The design
parameters are selected as τ0 = 0.01, Kpout = 28, Kdout =
0.06. In Fig. 6(a), the result shows that the controller works
well. Fig. 6(b) shows the applied load torque to the motor

that caused by all uncertainties and disturbances.
Fig. 7 shows the case of the sine wave profile. The
design parameters are selected as τ0 = 0.01, Kpout = 120,
Kdout = 0.06. In Fig. 7(a), the precise position control
is achieved. In Fig. 7(b), asymmetric load torque can be
observed. This behavior is due to the cam assistant spring
force and nonlinear friction in the mechanical part of the
system. It shows that the proposed controller can effectively
reject nonlinear disturbances in Fig. 7(b).
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8. The controller
is implemented by using dSPACE MicroAutoBox (MABX)
that is a rapid control prototyping board. The sampling
frequency is 100 Hz that is the same environment of the
actual vehicle configuration. In Fig. 8, transmission power
unit (TPU) is a motor amplifier to obtain the required current
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the driving motor has a wide frequency bandwidth for
clutch control. Simulation and experimental results shows the
effectiveness of the RIC-based position controller. In future
works, a feed-forward controller can be added to the current
control framework by considering nonlinear friction model
and parameter adaptation approach. Also, the modeling of
the cam assistance force and the fork load characteristics
will be elaborated.
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level. Signals on the overall control system are transmitted
by controller area network (CAN) along the bus line.
For a performance comparison, the experimental result
of PID controller shown in Fig. 9. The resulting position
trajectory has some overshoot and steady-state error. As
mentioned before, the system bandwidth is limited due to
the cam assistance force and the sampling frequency. Hence,
repeated tuning process does not overcome this problem.
Fig. 10 shows the experimental result of the RIC. Compared
with the result of the PID controller in Fig. 9, the proposed
method shows better tracking performance. The design parameters for the RIC are chosen as τ0 = 0.01, Kpout = 11,
Kdout = 0.04.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a robust controller for clutch positioning system for dual clutch transmission. Since an
electromechanical device is utilize to drive the mechanical
part of the actuator within a given specification, a control
strategy is needed to overcome limited operating condition.
Based on the dynamic model with experimental validation,
the RIC based position controller is designed such that it
can successively reject unknown disturbances. As a result,
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